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SINGLE FLANKTESTINGI

Dear Editor:

It was very interesting [0 see Robert Smith's article on single
flank testiingof gears. This method of testing is widely used in
!Britainbecause it is very fast and allows checking in a fraction

I

of the time that conventional methods rake; this nas been
found to be a tremendous commercial advantage for

I

checking' supplies from subcontractors and also allows 100%
checking.

Although mainly used here for parallel shaft gears. single
flank lor Transmission Erro~ checking is very useful for
matching bevel gears rapidly and for finding the best:orienta-
tion of worms to their wheels when very high precision drive
is required;.

,Incertain caseswhere misalignment of he~calgears occurs.
single Hank checking has given very useful information on the
variation of arignment with load IRef, II· Generally it is not
possible to carry out adVanced vibration development work
on high precision gears without using single flank cheos.
This is because Transmission Error may need holding to less
than 5 microns (2l1Oths milll at once per tooth although at
least 4 separate tolerances are involved in contromng
alignment.

Extension of Transmission Error testing to full load condi-
tions. unlike the inspection stage, has occurred on several rigs
already and promises to become a routine part of gear pro-
duction control giving very much quieter gears.

Yours faithfully.

J D Smith
Cambridge University Engineering Dept

1. Gears. and their Vibratlon. J.D. Smith, Marcel Dekker. 1983 Ch.9.
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